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functioned by means of oral communication and minimal education, without a
written language or systematic bodies of oigani/cd knowledge. The functions of
political control, economic activity, icligious ritual, and education weie not regularly
assigned to specialised institutions to cany out these paiticuku fund ions.
The political scientist finds few overt signs of the fonnal political institutions he
is accurnstomed to studying: no full-time rulers, executives, 01 legislative assemblies,
no political parties, no full-time judges, no policemen 01 hut cauciacies of government
officials. A deliberate legislative function is seldom typical; custom tat her than law
controls conduct. The headman, chief, or council of eldcis pei forms mteimit(entry the
different political functions of making rules, applying rules, and judging infiactionsof
rules. Most of the time such headmen or chiefs aie ahsoihed in the activities of
hunting, fishing, or farming which occupy everyone else in the community or the
band. The controls of action for the individual arc the deeply ini'.iamod customs or
obligations that he has learned informally in the course of his daily life with family
and kinfolk. There is little deliberate effort to modify or change the rules. The
political scientist would thus say that the political functions in a folk society arc
diffuse, undifferentiated, and intermittent.
The economist finds a folk society to be largely self-contained awl based on
subsistence needs with little or nothing to spare beyond what was needed for
immediate consumption. In general, neolithic tools were an improvement upon paleo-
lithic implements, but tools were relatively few, tools to make tools weie rare, and
power other than human or animal was unknown. Mach group was relatively self-
contained with little or no economic dependence upon any outside group. liach
supported itself from the land, the forests, the rivers, or the sea.
Food and goods were often allocated, however, according to customary obliga-
tions to family members or other persons holding some special social status in the
group. These transactions might involve nonreciprocal giving or recipiocal exchange,
but in general they did not involve a regular institution like a market for exchange of
goods; also absent were money, trade, and a spirit of economic or commercial gain.
There seemed to be few or no full-time specialists. Typically, every member of the
society helped in gathering or producing food and engaged in the sustaining activities
required for survival. Division of labor applied only to sex and age groups. As in
politics, the folk society's economy could not be unraveled from the web of familial
relationships that made up the basic structure of the social system.
Anthropologists and sociologists have found that face-to-face primary relation-
ships dominate the whole of folk society. In social terms it is intimate, particularistic,
homogeneous, and ascriptive. Because a folk society may have been as small as a few
dozen or a few hundred people, everyone could know everyone else rather intimately.
Because the group was relatively isolated and may have remained so for scores or even
hundreds of years, a strong sense of group solidarity was likely to develop. The people
may actually have grown to be alike physically as well as socially and culturally. What
one man did and thought, another man did and thought; and so for women and
children from generation to generation. Within a particular folk society customs
remained relatively stable and fixed over long periods. Ties of family (nuclear or
extended), of clan (the symbolic family), and of tribe dominated all others as one's

